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Automotive Braking Systems Sectional Committee, TED 4

FOREWORD

This Indian Standard (First Revision) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards, after the draft finalized
by the Automotive Braking Systems Sectional Committee had been approved by Transport Engineering Division
Council.

This standard on brakes and braking systems which was earlier issued in eight parts, has now been revised and
issued in nine parts which are as under:

Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

Part 5

Part 6

Part 7

Part 8

Part 9

Terminology;

General functions and features;

Performance requirements and evaluation;

Compressed air and air assisted brakes — Special requirements;

Compressed air and air assisted brakes — Pressure test connections;

Vacuum braking systems — Special requirements;

Inertia dynamometer test method for brake linings;

Test procedures; and

Requirements for vehicles equipped with anti-lock braking devices

IS 11852 (Part 7) :1995 ‘Automotive vehicles — Recommendations for brakes and braking systems: Part 7
Model test report’ has been withdrawn in this revision and has been replaced with a part covering ‘Inertia
dynamometer test methods for brake linings’. Part 9 covering the requirements for vehicles equipped with anti-
!ock braking devices has been added.

The principal terms of braking and of braking equipment were initially covered in IS 9268:1979 ‘Braking
terminology for road vehicles’, which was based on 1S0 611-1972 issued by the International Organization for
Standardization (1S0) and was superseded by this standard in 1987. This revision is based on the latest version
or 1S0 611-1995 ‘Road vehicles — Braking of automotive vehicles and their trailers — Vocabulary’.

The composition of the committee responsible for formulating this standard is as given in Annex A.
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Indian Standard

AUTOMOTIVE VEHICiES — 13RAKES AND
BRAKING SYSTEMS

PART 1 TERMINOLOGY

(First Revision )

1 SCOPE

This standard defines the principal terms of braking
and of braking equipment. These terms can designate
either the systems or elements involved during the
operation of braking, or the values characterizing the
whole or a part of the said operation. The terms thus
defined apply to road vehicles, that is, automotive
vehicles, to towed vehicles, and to combination of
vehicles.

2 BRAKING DEVICE

Means the combination of parts whose fi,mction is to
progressively reduce the speed of a moving vehicle or
to bring it to a halt, or to keep it stationary if already
halted.

3 BRAKING SYSTEMS

3.1 Service Braking System

All the elements, the action of which maybe modu-
lated, allowing the driver to reduce, directly or
indirectly, the speed of a vehicle during normal driving
or to bring the vehicle to a halt.

3.2 Secondary Braking System

All the elements, the action of which may be modu-
lated, allowing the driver to reduce, directly or
indirectly, the speed of a vehicle or to bring the vehicle
to a halt in case of failure of the service braking system.

3.3 Parking Braking System

All the elements allowing the vehicle to be held
stationary mechanically even on an inclined surface,
and particularly in the absence of the driver.

3.4 Additional Retarding Braking System

All the elements allowing the driver, directly or in-
directly, to stabilize or to reduce the speed of the
vehicle, particularly on a long incline.

3.5 Automatic Braking System ‘

All the elements which automatically brake the vehicle
or a towed vehicle as a result of intended or accidental
separation from the towing vehicle.
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4 CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS

4.1 A braking system comprises devices for supplying
energy, for its control, transmission, for braking, and,
if necessary, a supplementary device on the towing
vehicle for the towed vehicle.

4.2 Energy Supplying Device

Parts of a braking system which supply, re&date and,
if necessary, condition the energy required for braking.
It terminates at the point where the transmission device
starts, that is, where the various circuits of the braking
systems, including the circuits of accessories, if fitted,
are protected either towards the energy supplying
device or from each other (see 5.1,5.2.1 and 5.2.2). It
is equally applicable in the case of a towed vehicle.

4.2.1 Energy Source

Part of the energy supplying device which generates
the energy. It maybe located away from the vehicle
(for example, in the case of a compressed air braking
system for a trailer) and may also be the muscular
strength of an individual.

4.3 Control

Means that part of the braking device actuated directly
by the driver (or, where appropriate, as in the case of
a trailer, another person) to supply to the transmission
the energy required for braking for controlling the
vehicle.

4.4 Transmission

Means the combination of components situated
between the control and the brake and connecting the
two operationally. The transmission may be mechani-
cal, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, or mixed. Where
the braking power is derived from or assisted by a
source of energy, independent of the driver but wm-
trolled by him, the energy storage device shall be re-
garded as part of the transmission.

4.5 Brake

Means that part of the braking device in which the
forces opposing the movement of the vehicle develop.
It may be a friction brake (when the forces are

1
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generated by the friction between two parts of the
vehicle moving relatively to the another); an electrical
brake (when the forces are generated by electro-
magnetic action between two pyls of the vehicle
moving relatively to but not in contact with one
another); a fluid situated between two parts of the
vehicle (moving relatively to one another); or an
engine brake (when the forces are derived from a
controlled increase in the braking action of the engine
transmitted to the wheels).

4.5.1 Friction Brake

Brake in which the components attached to affixed
part of the vehicle are applied by the application force
against one or more components attached or coupled
to a wheel or an assembly of wheels.

The friction brake in which the effect of application
force is increased by the friction forces is called ‘self-
servo’ type.

4.5.2 Drum Brake

Friction brake in which the friction forces are produced
between the components attached to a freed part of
the vehicle and the internal or external surfaces of a
drum.

4.5.3 Disc Brake

Friction brake in which the friction forces are produced
between the components attached to a freed part of
the vehicle and the faces of one or more discs.

4.5.4 Positive Engagement Brake (Lock)

Brake in which non-rotating elements of the vehicle
prevent, by positive engagement, the movement of
components attached in a permanent manner to a
wheel or an assembly of wheels. Positive engagement
brakes normally shall only be applied when the vehicle
is stationary.

4.5.5 Retarder

Mechanism whose function is to reduce or to stabilize
the speed of a vehicle particularly on a long incline
but not to stop it; there are different types of retarders
such as the following.

4.5.5.1 Retarder by combustion engine

The combustion engine, linked to the driving wheels,
exercises a retarding effect on the moving vehicle,
caused, for example, by a reduction in the fuel supply,
by throttling of the air supply by a throttling of the
outlet of the exhaust gases or by a modification of the
valve opening times.

4.5.5.2 Retarder by electric traction motor

The electric traction motor, linked to the driving

wheels, exercises a retar~ng effect on the moving
vehicle caused, for example, by functioning as a
current generator.

4.5.5.3 Hydrodynamic retarder

Mechanism in which the retarding effect is obtained
by the action of a liquid on components linked to one
or more wheels, or to elements of the power trans-
mission of the vehicle which are themselves linked to
the wheels.

4.5.5.4 Aerodynamic retarder

Mechanism in which a retarding effect is obtained by
causing an increase in the air resistance (for example,
by the deployment of movable surfaces).

4.5.5.5 Electromagnetic retarder

Mechanism in which a retarding effect is obtained by
the action of a magnetic field on a rotating metallic
disc (eddy current, hysteresis) linked to one or more
wheels or to elements of the power transmission of
the vehicle which are themselves linked to the wheels.

4.5.5.6 Friction retarder

Mechanism in which a retarding effect is obtained by
dry or fluid immersed friction between components
attached to a fixed part of the vehicle and components
linked to the wheels, or to elements of the power train
of the vehicle which are themselves linked to the
wheels.

4.6 Braking System Component

Means one of the individual parts which, when
assembled, constitute the braking device.

4.7 Different Types of Braking Devices

Mean equipments which differ in such essential
respects as:

a) components having different characteristics,
and

b) components or assembly of components
different in design having an effect on the
performance of the braking device.

4.8 Supplementary Device on the Towing Vehicle
for the Towed Vehicle

Parts of a braking system on a towing vehicle which
are intended for the supply of energy to, and control
of, the braking systems on the towed vehicle. It
comprises the components between the energy
supplying device of the towing vehicle and the supply
line coupling head (inclusive), and between the
transmission device(s) of the towing vehicle and the
control line coupli~g head (inclusive).

2

  
  

 



15 DEFINITIONS RELA ING TO THE NATURE
OF THE BRAKING DE ICES

5.1 Definitions Relating to the Energy $upplying
Uevice

Shall be as follows (as related to 4.2).

5.1.1 Muscular Energy Braking System

Braking system in which the energy necessary to
‘~roduce the braking force is supplied solely by the
physical effort of the driver.

5.1.2 Ener@Power Assisted Braking System

Braking system in which the energy necessary to
produce the braking force is supplied by the physical
effort of the driver and one or more energy supplying
devices.

5.1.3 Non-muscular Ener~ Braking System

Braking system in which the energy necessary to
produce the braking force is supplied by one or more
energy supplying devices excluding the physical effort
of the driver.

NOTE — However, a braking system in which the driver can
increase the braking force in the totally failed energy condition,
by muscular effort acting on the system, is not included in the
above definition,

5.1.4 Inertia Braking System

Braking system in which the energy necessary to
produce the braking force arises from the approach of
the trailer to its towing vehicle.

5.1.5 Gravity Braking System

Braking system in which the energy necessary to
produce the braking force is supplied by the lowering
of a constituent element of the trailer, due to gravity.

5.2 Definitions Relating to the Arrangement of the
Transmission Device

5.2.1 Single-Circuit Braking System

Braking system having a transmission device embody-
ing a single circuit. The transmission device comprises
a single circuit if in the event of a failure in the trans-
mission device no energy for the production of
the application force can be transmitted by this
transmission device.

5.2.2 Multi-circuit Braking System

Braking system having a transmission device embody-
ing several circuits. The transmission device comprises
several circuits if, in the event of a failure in the
transmission device, energy for the production of the
application force can still be transmitted, wholly or
partly, by this transmission device.

3
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5.3 Definitions Relating to Vehicle Combinations

5.3.1 Single-Line Braking System

Assembly in which the braking systems of the
individual vehicles act in such a way that a single line
is used both for the energy supply to, and for the control
of, the braking system of the towed vehicles.

5.3.2 Two or Multi-Line Braking Systems

Assembly in which the braking systems of the
individual vehicles act in such a way that several lines
are used separately and simultaneously for the energy
supply to, and for the control of, the braking system
of the towed vehicle.

5.3.3 Continuous Braking System

A combination of the braking system for vehicles
forming a vehicle combination. Continuous braking
means the braking of combination of vehicles through
an installation having the following characteristics:

a) A single control which the driver actuates
progressively, by a single movement, from
his driving seat.

b) The energy used for braking thk. vehicles
constituting the combination of vehicles is
supplied from the s~e source (which may
be the muscular energy of the driver).

c) The braking installation ensures simultaneous
or suitably phased braking of each of the
constituent vehicles of the combination,
whatever be their relative positions.

5.3.4 Semi-continuous Braking System

A combination of the braking system for vehicles
forming a vehicle combination. Semi-continuous
braking means the braking of combinations of
vehicle through an installation having the following
characteristics:

a)

b)

c)

A single control which the driver can actu-
ate progressively, by a single movement, from
his driving seat;

The energy used for braking the vehicles,
constituting the combination of vehicles, is
supplied from two different sources (one of
which may be the muscular energy of the
driver); and

The braking installation ensures simultane-
ous or suitably phased braking of each of the
constituent vehicles of the combination, what-
ever be their relative positions.

5.3.5 Non-continuous Braking System

Combination of the braking systems of the vehicles
forming a combination which is neither continuous
nor semi-continuous.

‘ .
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6 ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS

6.1 Energy Transmission Lines

Shall be as follows.

6.1.1 Cables or Wire

Conductor for transmission of electrical energy.

6.1.2 Pipe/Hose

Means line, either flexible or rigid for transmission
of hydraulic or pneumatic energy.

6.1.2.1 Rigid pipe/hose

Means line of permanently formed shape linking two
parts fixed relative to each other. Any deformation
suffered by such a connection is permanent.

6.1.2.2 Semi-rigid pipelhose

Means line of non-permanent shape linking two parts
fixed relative to each other.

6.1.2.3 Flexible pipe/hose

Means line of non-permanent shape linking two parts
which are movable with respect to each other.

6.1.3 Lines of the Braking Equipment De~ned Accor-
ding to their Function

Shall be as follows.

6.1.3.1 Feed line

Means line linking the energy source or the energy
reservoir to the device controlling the energy flow (this
device could be, for example, a brake valve).

NOTE — This dctinition is not applicable to the lines linking two
vehicles in a vehicle combination.

6.1.3.2 Actuating line

Means line linking the device controlling the energy
flow (for example, a brake valve) to the device
converting the energy of the agent into mechanical
energy (for example, a brake cylinder).

6.1.3.3 Pilot line

Means line linking a control device (for example, a
brake valve) to another control device (for example, a
relay valve), the energy flow serving only to control
the second control device.

NOTE — This definition is not applicable to the line linking two
vehicles in a veKlclecombination.

6.1.4 Lines Connecting the Braking Equipment of
Vehicles in a Vehicle Combination

6.1.4.1 Supply line

Means a special feed line transmitting energy from
the towing vehicle to the energy reservoir of the towed
vehicle.

4

6.1.4.2 Control line

A control line is a special pilot line by which the energy
essential for the control is transmitted from the towing
vehicle to the towed vehicle.

6.1.4.3 Common supply and control line

Means line serving equally as supply line and control
line (This applies to single-line braking system).

6.1.4.4 Secondary line

Means special actiating line transmitting from the
towing vehicle to the towed vehicle the energy essential
for the secondary braking of the towed vehicle.

6.2 Graduated Braking

Means braking during which, within the normal range
of operation of the device, during either the application
or the releasing of the brakes;

—

—

—

the driver can, at any time, increase or re-
duce the braking force through action on the
control;

the braking force acts in the same direction
as the control force, that is, with increasing
control force the braking force increases and
with decreasing control force, the braking
force decreases; and

it is easily possible to make a sufficiently fine
adjustment to the braking force.

6.3 Protection Pressure

Stabilized pressure in a part of the braking systems
after another part of the braking equipment, or its
accessories, has become faulty.

6.4 Alarm Device

Device warning the tilver not later than when certain
conditions of operation of the braking systems have
become critical or require maintenance.

6.5 Alarm Pressure

Limit pressure below which the alarm device comes
into action.

6.6 Application Mechanism

All the mechanical components of the transmission
device linking the operating element (for example, a
cylinder) to the brake.

6.7 Wear Compensation Device (Brake Adjuster)

Device compensating, automatically or otherwise, the
wear of the brake linings in the case of friction brakes
(drum brakes or disc brakes).
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6.8 Auxiliary Release Device (Spring Brake
Actuator)

Device allowing the canceling of the braking force
due to the spring-brake actuator when its feed pressure
has fallen below the full release pressure as a result of
a failure.

6.9 Device to Apply Correction to Braking Force

Device whose function is to modify, automatically or
otherwise, the braking force (as a function of certain
parameters, which may include the following: Load,
Fluid pressure, and Deceleration).

6.9.1 Anti-Lock Device

Device which automatically controls the level of slip,
in the direction of rotation of the wheel on one or
more wheels of a vehicle during braking (see 8 for
definitions of components of the system, types of wheel
control and control operation).

7 BRAKING MECHANICS

7.1 Braking Mechanics

Mechanical phenomena occurring between the initi-
ation of the control device and the end of the braking

action.

7.2 Braking System Hysteresis A Fc
i

Difference in control forces between application and

1

......
release for the same braking torque (see Figure).

7.3 Brake Hysteresis A F,

Difference in application forces between application
~

and release for the same braking torque (see Figure).

7.4 Forces (Torque)

7.4.1 Control Force, FC

Force exerted on the control device.

7.4.2 Application Force F,

In friction brakes, the total force, applied to one brake
lining, assembly which causes the braking force by
frictional effect.

7.4.3 Braking Torque

Product of the frictional forces resulting from the
application ~orces in one brake and the distance
between the po’ints of application of these forces and
the axis of rotation.
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7.4.4 Total Braking force F~

Sum of the braking forces at the interfaces between
all the wheels and the ground, produced by the effect
of the braking system, which oppose the movement or
the tendency of movement of the vehicle.

7.5 Times

The different times are defined with reference to the
idealized diagram in Fig. 1.

7.5.1 Actuation Time

Actuation time means the time elapsing between the
beginning of the actuation of the control pedal and
the moment when it reaches its final position corres-
ponding to the applied control force (or its travel).

7.5.2 Initial Response Time

Elapsed time between the moment when the compo-
nent of the control device on which the control force
acts starts to move and the moment when the braking
force takes effect.

7.5.3 Build Up Time

Elapsed time between the moment when the braking
force takes effect and the moment when this force
reaches a certain value.

7.5.4 Active Braking Time

Elapsed time between the moment when the braking
force takes effect and that at which it ceases. If the
vehicle stops before the braking force ceases, the time
of the end of moment constitutes the end of the active
braking time.

7.5.5 Release Time

Elapsed time between the moment when the actuation
for release starta and the moment when the braking
force ceases.

7.5.6 Total Braking Time

Elapsed time between the moment when the compo-
nent of the control device on which the control force
acts, starts to move and the moment when the braking
force ceases. If the vehicle stops before the braking
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Key

1. Vehicle speed 2. Deceleration 3. Line pressure 4. Control travel

~ — initial vehicle speed t2 — instant when deceleration begina to increase
SO— stopping distance (see 9. 13.2) tl — instant when the conlrol device reaches its intended position
S, — braking distance (see 9.13. 1) t, — instant when the two vehicle speed straight lines intersect (ss
to — instant when the driver begins to actuate the control device, in diagram)

that is the instant when the control device starts to move t~ — instant when the line pressurereaches its stabilized value
f, — instant when the line pressure begins to increase t6— instant when the deceleration reaches its stabilized value

t,— instant when the vehicle stops

FIG. 1 IDEALIZEDTIMINGRESPONSESDURING A STOP
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force ceases, the time of the end of movement consti-
tutes the end of the total braking time.

7.5.7 Reaction Time

Means the time elapsing between the beginning of
actuation of the control pedal and the moment when
the pressure in the brake cylinder reaches a specified
value.

7.6 Stopping Distance, s

Means the distance covered by the vehicle from the
moment when the driver begins to actuate the control
of the device until the moment the vehicle stops.

7.7 Braking Work, w

Integral of the product of the instantaneous total

braking force Ff and the elementary movement d,, over
the stopping distances:

s

7.8 Instantaneous Braking Power, P

Product of the instantaneous total braking force F.
and of the vehicle speed, x

P = F,V

7.9 Braking Deceleration

Rate of reduction of speed obtained by the braking
system in the time considered, t.

7.9.1 Instantaneous Deceleration

dva=—
dt

On the deceleration curve a (t), secondary irregularities
are disregarded.

7.9.2 Mean Deceleration Over Stopping Distance am,

v:
a =—

“ 2s0

where VOis the vehicle speed at the moment tw

7.9.3 Mean Deceleration Between Any Two Instants,
aml

?j-vj
Umt. —

tj – ti

where Viand Vjare the speed of the vehicle at instants
Ii and tjrespectively.

NOTE — This formula maybe used, for example, for the evalu-
ation of the braking efficiency of retardem

7

7.9.4 Mean Fully Developed Deceleration, MFDD

Mean value of deceleration over the period of the fully
developed deceleration ($ – t6):

1
J

t,
A4FDD = — a dt

t, – tb ‘6

NOTE — Refer 2.1.1.1 of Part 3 for calculating MFDD using
speed and stopping distance.

7.10 Rate of Braking (Braking Rate, z)

Ratio between the total braking force, FP and force G,
corresponding to the total static mass on thq axle(s)
of the vehicle(s):

rf~=—
G,

8 ANTI-LOCK DEVICE (see 6.9.2)

8.1 Components of the System

8.1.1 Sensor

The component responsible for sensing the conditions
of rotation of the wheel(s) or the dynamic condition
of the vehicle, and for transmitting this information
to the controller.

8.1.2 Controller

The component responsible for evaluating the informat-
ion supplied by the sensor, and for transmitting an
order to the modulator.

8.1.3 Modulator

The component responsible for modulating the force
developed by the brake actuators as a function of the
order received from the controller.

8.2 Types of Wheel Control

8.2.1 Individual Wheel Control

Control where the force developed by the brake
actuator of each wheel is individually modulated.

8.2.2 Multi-Wheel

Control where the force developed by the brake
actuators of group of wheels is modulated by a common
command.

8.2.2.1 Axle control

Multi-wheel control where the wheels on one side of
the axle are controlled by a common command.

8.2.2.2 Side control

Multi-wheel control where the wheels on one side of
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the vehicle are controlled by a common command.

8.2.2.3 Diagonal control

Multi-wheel control where the wheels diagonally
opposite to each other on the vehicle are controlled by
a common command.

8.2.2.4 Combined multi-axle control

Multi-wheel control where all the wheels of the multi-
axle combination are controlled by a common
command.

8.2.3 Selection of Sensor Signals for System Control

8.2.3.1 Variable selection

a) Select low — Multi-wheel control where the
signal of that wheel which is the first to tend
to lock, controls the system for all the wheels
of the group.

b) Select high — Multi-wheel control where the
signal of that wheel which is the last, to tend
to lock, controls the system for all the wheels
of the group.

8.2.3.2 Predetermined selection

a) Selection by wheel — Multi-wheel control
where the signal of a predetermined wheel con-
trois the system for all the wheels of the group.

b) Average selection — Multi-wheel control
where the instantaneous speed from several
wheels are averaged and the signal used to
control the system for all the wheels of the
group.

8.3 Definitions Relating to the Control Operation

8.3.1 Minimum Control Speed

The speed of the vehicle below which the anti-lock
system is no longer capable of over-riding the control
forces transmitted to the brakes by the driver.

8.3.2 Sensor Signal

Information supplied by the sensor.

8.3.3 Resolution of an Impulse Wheel Speed Sensor

The number of impulses supplied by the sensor for
one revolution of the wheel.

8.3.4 Control Cycle

One complete cycle of the anti-lock system fimction
from one imminent wheel-lock to the next.

8.3.5 Control Frequency

The number of control cycles occurring per second on

a homogeneous road surface.

8

9 BRAKE COMPONENTS
BRAKE LININGS

9.1 Brake Lining Assembly

AND TESTS OF

Component of a drum or disc brake which is pressed
against the drum or disc, respectively, to produce the
friction force.

9.1.1 Lined Shoe Assembly

Brake lining assembly of a drum brake.

9.1.1.1 Leading shoe assembly

Lined shoe assembly on which the effect of application
force is increased by the frictional forces generated
between the rotating drum and the brake lining.

9.1.1.2 Trailing shoe assembly

Lined shoe assembly on which the effect of application
force is decreased by the friction forceis generated
between the rotating drum and the brake lining.

9.1.2 Pad Assembly

Brake lining assembly of a disc brake.

9.2 Attachment (Carrier)

Component of a brake lining assembly to which the
friction pad is attached.

9.2.1 Shoe

Component of a lined shoe assembly which carries
the brake lining.

9.2.2 Backplate

Component of a pad assembly which carries the brake
lining.

9.3 Brake Lining

Friction material component of a brake lining
assembly.

9.4 Lining Profile

Circumscribed line around the lining rubbing surface
area.

9.5 Surface Appearance of Brake Linings

9.5.1 Glazing t

Brake lining surface condition resembling glass.

NOTE — Glazing means a reduction in the coefficient of fric-
tion and is often associated with lightduty use.

9.5.2 Detachment

Separation of lining material from its carrier.

9.5.3 Crack

Deep and narrow crack in a lining surface which is

.- -’j
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not sufficient to cause breakage or fragmentation of
lining material into two or more parts.

9.5.4 Surface Crack

Shallow crack in the surface, usually present in number
on the same lining.

9.5.5 Flaking

Grooves on the surface, generally parallel to the
rubbing speed vector.

9.6 Tests of Brake Linings

9.6.1 Lining Bedding; Lining Burnishing

Conditioning procedure to obtain a specified degree
of geometric, physical and chemical adaptation
between the brake lining surface and the drum or disc.

9.6.2 Cold Lining Test

Test performed in accordance with a given procedure
for assessing the braking effectiveness of a brake lining
at an initial braking temperature below a pre-set value.

9.6.3 Hot Lining Test

Test performed in accordance with a given procedure
for assessing the braking effectiveness of a brake lining
at an initial temperature above the pre-set value and
up to a given maximum value.

9.6.4 Fade Test (of Lining Electiveness)

Test performed in accordance with a given procedure
consisting of one or more brake applications on a brake
lining subjected to heating.

NOTE—“Liningfade is not to be contised with loss of perform-
ance due to such factors as dmm expansion.

9.6.5 Recoveiy Test (of Lining Effectiveness)

Test performed in accordance with a given procedure,
consisting of a series of brake applications for assessing
the recovery ability of a brake lining following the
thermal effects induced by the fade test.

9.6.6 Lining Electiveness Test After Fade and
Recovery

Test performed in accordance with a given procedure,
for assessing the cold braking effectiveness of a brake
lifling following the hot, fade and recovery tests.
/
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9.6.7 Lining Wear Test

Test performed in accordance with a given procedure,
for assessing the wear resistance of a brake lining.

10 VEHICLE BRAKING BEHAVIOUR

10.1 Uneven Braking

Characteristic behaviour of a vehicle which during
successive brake applications tends to deviate from a
straight course to the right or lefl, or which displays
inconsistent course deviations during one braking.

10.2 Pulling (Right or Left)

Vehicle behaviour indicating that during braking the
vehicle tends to deviate from a straight course either
to the right or left.

10.3 Vibration and Noise

10.3.1 Judder

Low-flequency vehicle vibration caused by the braking
process, noticed by the driver, but not necessarily
accompanied by acoustic effects.

10.3.2 Grabbing

Unexpected, not necessarily audible, irregularity in
the braking torque.

10.3.3 Squeal

Near-pure sound of high and practically constant
frequency.

10.3.4 Chirp

Amplitude-modulated, medium to high frequency ‘
sound.

10.3.5 Twitter

Medium-high frequency sound, similar to chirp but
intermittent and with intermittence frequency higher
than the chirp modulation frequency.

10.3.6 Grating

Non-pure high tlequency
rail vehicles.

10.3.7 Growl (Groan)

Non-pure, short-lasting,
sound.

sound which is typical of

relatively low frequency

I.--.
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